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a
I have been given the honor of writing the foreword to this
volume. I have, of course, no special expertise in matters after

Spanish rule, or in post-coloniality for that matter. There are others
in the Subaltern Studies collective who would have a better purchase
on the theoretical tra≈c that has marked the recent intellectual ex-
change between South Asia and South America. The volume editors’
invitation to me, a historian from north India, to write the foreword
to a group of essays on the new Latin American history I take as a
reflection of a larger South-South dialogue. In fact, it is the outcome
of two such meetings initiated by sephis, the Dutch South-South
Exchange Programme in the History of Development: one a con-
ference in New Delhi in spring 1996 where I met Andrés Guerrero
and Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui, and the other an invitation by Silvia to
the Andes where I encountered Mark Thurner’s searching probes
about the ‘‘poetics of history’’ that I was then retailing breathlessly in
Lima, Cuzco, and La Paz. My o√erings in this foreword are quite
literally the afterthoughts of an actual attempt to travel with my kind
of history across anglophone certitudes, colonized a≈nities, and
postcolonial hiatuses; in short, across ‘‘area studies,’’ as these came
to be demarcated in the U.S. academy after World War II. Indeed, it is
these cartographic enclosures that have more often framed than
freed historical understanding of the di√ering colonialisms with
whose aftermaths we live variously in the South.

One must, I think, begin with the basic fact that we in the South are
relatively ignorant of each other’s histories. All of us in our separate
ways know ‘‘our’’ Europe better than I know Bolivia, for example, or
some academic in Cochabamba knows Nigeria. It might be only a
slight exaggeration to say that an average historian of India would
‘‘know all about’’ the tin miners of Cornwall or the colliers of New-
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castle, and precious little about the silver miners of Potosí. Dipesh
Chakrabarty has argued provocatively that it is neither us nor our
respective countries but rather Europe that is the subject of all our
histories. Insofar as the academic discourse of history is concerned,
‘‘Europe’’ remains the sovereign, theoretical subject of all histories,
including the ones we call ‘‘Indian,’’ ‘‘Chinese,’’ ‘‘Kenyan,’’ and so
on. There is a peculiar way in which all of these other histories tend
to become variations on a master narrative that could be called ‘‘the
history of Europe.’’

We in India have a fragmentary and contingent acquaintance with
the histories of other areas of the South even in this variant mode
described by Chakrabarty. Histories of the South have so far reached
us in India through three major routes: the history of capitalism;
national or regional histories; and what after World War II has come
to be called area studies. While histories of capitalism have largely
been histories of the ‘‘universalizing mission of capital’’ on a world
scale, national and regional histories have tended to ghettoize the
production and reception of histories of the South. It is not a simple
question of limited funds and academic specialization: area studies,
although based on expertise and authority, are productive of a certain
ghettoization. So we get ‘‘Indian histories’’ or ‘‘Bolivian histories,’’
which can be of interest only to Indians or Bolivians, or, at a pinch, to
‘‘Indianists’’ and ‘‘Latin Americanists.’’

The present political conjuncture (marked by the relative absence of
the liberation movements of the 1960s and 1970s and the emergence
of newer political concerns) of gender and of di√erence; the growth
of majoritarian and sectarian identities the world over; the need to
write anew the history of colonialism, nationalism, and the nation-
state; the presence of ‘‘Third World’’ intellectuals in the West—all of
this has begun to have an e√ect on the production of what within the
profession is called ‘‘minority histories.’’ It is in this context that
some scholars have voiced the need for ‘‘a non-hierarchical cross-
regional dialogue, [which] is not the application of a concept, part
and parcel, without contextualization, to another area.’’∞

What characterizes the essays brought together in this volume is
this desire to write a new postcolonial history in South America while
also critically engaging with what Subaltern Studies, for example,
has to o√er beyond the India-grounded analysis of the ‘‘colonial
encounter.’’ In his introductory essay Mark Thurner sums up the
points of departure of this collection when he writes: ‘‘The array of
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historical trajectories and lived critical predicaments suggest that
colonialism and its after are not everywhere and at all times the same;
that no ‘postcolonial theory’ adequately accounts for colonial and
postcolonial American histories; and that colonialism, although
never identical with an essential image of itself, is not finished in the
Americas.’’

Postcolonial theorizing, suggests Thurner and other volume con-
tributors, su√ers from the same universalizing impulse that it as-
cribes to the West. Several of the authors in this volume write with an
express desire to insert the Latin American experience in any account
of colonialism, as they underline the specificity of the Creole phe-
nomenon that places the intellectual, political, racial, and ethnic
aspects of the Latin American experience at variance with the life
histories of settler or bureaucratically administered colonies. Thus,
what emerges in Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra’s analysis of the Creole
cleric’s critique of European travel accounts of the natural history of
the new continent are both the intimations of the later national and
postnational questioning of the limits of a parochial European rea-
son as well as a revision of the view that saw these Creole clerics as
outsiders in their own racially di√erentiated homelands. Cañizares-
Esguerra hopes that this book will ‘‘open the gates to a more cath-
olic, generous understanding of the postcolonial,’’ and it is his intent
‘‘to call attention to [postcolonialism’s] ‘prehistory’—one located in
Mexico and Peru, not India.’’

Similarly, Javier Morillo-Alicea in his ingenious short life history of
the Spanish Overseas Archive, circa 1863–1898, after the empire was
reduced to two far-flung outposts in Cuba and the Philippines, asks
new questions about the o≈cial recording of distant subjected popu-
lations while at the same time seeking to redress the analytical indif-
ference to the Spanish materiel in recent theorizing on colonial dis-
course. Much of the South Asian work in this overcrowded field has
been insu≈ciently attentive to the internal economies of ‘‘rule by
record’’ and ‘‘rule by report’’ in the constitution of colonial subjects
as the site for colonial power and knowledge. The historical eth-
nography of the truncated late-nineteenth-century Spanish colonial
archive that Morillo-Alicea presents is not simply a ‘‘welcome addi-
tion,’’ to use that well-worn phrase of prefactory prose, it is a call
for an ‘‘archive-centered approach to understanding [the] colonial
knowledge’’ of the various historically constituted ‘‘Indians’’ that
people its hallowed cellars, both o√shore and within the nation.
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To seek the ‘‘prehistory’’ of a recently emergent critical stance
across several centuries and continents is, then, surely to reach be-
yond the sturdy conventions of comparative colonial history. An in-
sistence on inserting South American histories into all understand-
ings of the postcolonial is not only to give that term a longer duration
and provenance, it is also to open the door to newer interpretative
di√erences between the pasts of, say, the Cauca and the Gangetic
valleys, as it is to make accounts of commodity production in two
disparate areas of the South travel as histories across nonidentical
social forms of the reproduction of labor in two di√erent southern
countrysides. To fashion all future dialogues across our two distant
continents only or necessarily through theoretical interlocution is to
say in e√ect that unlike our theorists and novelists our historians are
by the nature of their craft doomed to produce particularistic narra-
tives. This would have the paradoxical e√ect of keeping historical
narratives in the South from ever traveling as tellable tales outside
the provenance of a southern nation or an identifiable ‘‘area.’’ And
this would indeed be a sad ghettoization, for it would amount to a
hobbling of historical accounts, precisely at the very moment when
epistemic and fictional ‘‘truths’’ from beyond the West are laying
claim to an insistent nonparticularity.

All of the essays in this volume no doubt tell important stories,
whether that of a sense of ‘‘disappointment at the failure of the new
rules of politics after independence’’ (Guardino); the modalities be-
hind the necessary exclusion of ‘‘populations’’ that are administered
both by the state and the ‘‘natural citizen’’ as these constitute them-
selves in postcolonial times (Guerrero); or the ‘‘inappropriate oth-
ers’’ that such nonnatural citizen-intellectuals become in a postcolo-
nial nation-state, at the same time as their project of di√erence
contributes to the life of the nation-state form (Rappaport). Still, I
may be excused for reverting to and ending with my earlier concern
about telling our di√ering pasts as histories across the boundaries of
area studies.

I wish to begin this penultimate part of my argument by asking
whether in today’s context of the blurring of genres and the hybridity
of being we need to talk across cultures and histories only through
theory. I emphasize the latter because that is how dialogue normally
takes place across specializations in the academy, as well as outside
it. I recall an interlocutor in La Paz asking me to justify theoretically
what I had to say in that day’s talk. The implication that if it is not
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‘‘postcolonial theory’’ it is of no epistemic value to kindred spirits in
the Andes or on the Mekong Delta has to be mulled over for one to
realize how di√erently the sluice gates of theory function today from
the flood of ideas that assailed the 1960s readers of Edgar Snow’s Red
Star Over China or even Frantz Fanon’s The Wretched of the Earth.

It might be useful to phrase this predicament rather sharply as
follows: fenced and patrolled as our di√erent histories are by claims
on national pasts and to the production of knowledge about spe-
cialized areas, how do the writers of alternative histories transmit
their stories across borders with a minimum of baggage and duty-
free allowances? I have put the point about newer ways of writing
‘‘southern’’ histories thus for two good reasons. First, because the-
ory travels faster (and lighter) than histories—alternative, subaltern,
or any other. Second, histories, particular as these invariably are (and
will be), are unable to land in distant locations on their own, and for
what they are as histories. And that is because there are, so to speak,
no historical precedents for reading particularistic histories from the
‘‘Third World’’ as histories, without the area-specific tag of South
Asian or South American attached to them for necessary identifica-
tion, handling, and recovery.

How to tell unfamiliar stories without letting the detailed recon-
struction choke the narrative drive is a problem that the writing of
the newer histories will have to address sooner or later. If such
histories can compel ‘‘thoughtful contemplation rather than dis-
tracted enjoyment or theory-seeking speed reading’’ among nonna-
tionals and nonexperts, they will have helped to break through the
chalk circles that circumscribe the retelling of our separate national
pasts.≤

notes
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